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AUD - new reality? 

FX Outlook 

 

Summary 

 Lockdown extensions mean the Australian economy could contract 2% in the current quarter.. 

 ..and there is a risk that some degree of restrictions will last into Q4 

 The RBA has been optimistic about the ability of the economy to bounce back in 2022, but 

more caution seems likely for the September meeting 

 We revised our AUD/USD lower in mid-July but, based on recent Covid related news, we are 

taking them down again. We still expect AUD/NZD to trend lower. 

 

Striving for zero?     

No one is enjoying the debate between Australian state and territory leaders over whether it is 

still realistic to strive for zero Covid cases, but for many investors based in countries already 

ravaged by the virus, there is a sense of inevitability about the outcome.  Around 2/3rds of 

Australia’s population is currently reported to be under some kind of lockdown, and it is still 

unclear how far these will be extended.  Treasurer Frydenburg this week forecast that the 

Australian economy will contract by 2% in the current quarter, and it is too early to assume that 

‘normal’ levels of activity will have resumed by the end of September.  Given the worsened 

economic outlook, the market largely dismissed a better than expected jobs report for July as old 

news.  In mid-July, we revised lower our year-end forecast for AUD/USD to 0.72 based on 

expectations of a stronger USD and that the RBA would be a laggard on policy tightening.  The 

worsening in news surrounding the AUD has already taken the currency pair below that level.  We 

are subsequently lowering our AUD/USD forecasts further.  

With Sydney at the eye of Australia’s Covid storm, NSW Premier Berejiklian has admitted that it is 

unrealistic for the state to strive for zero Covid cases.  This week daily cases in the state hit a 

record high of 681, and Berejiklian has warned that NZW cases could hit 1000/day by September.   

Understandably, her views that zero-Covid cases is now out of reach are not universally popular, 

particularly in states with a lower incidence of cases.   

 

Figure 1: Australian consumer confidence takes a 

hit 

 Figure 2: Australian and UK savings ratio 
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Just a couple of months ago, Australia was a shining example of how stringent border controls 

can be used as protection in a pandemic.  Now, with the vaccination programme still lagging 

many other developed countries (Figure 3), and evidence that vaccines are not as effective against 

Delta as they are against the Alpha strain, Australia is grappling to contain a worsening situation.  

Victoria Premier Andrews has warned that his state is “on the edge” of a Covid explosion similar to 

Sydney if the number of new cases is not brought down by the middle of next week.  He has 

warned of the potential of more restrictions, though this may not sit well with the entire 

community, many of whom are weary of living under restrictions.  The national cabinet has agreed 

to 70% and 80% vaccination thresholds as to when the country can move into stages two and 

three of its re-opening plan. Currently, more than half of the adult population has had at least one 

jab, and the speed of the vaccination rates has accelerated to more than 300K a day.  Reports 

suggest that based on the current weekly vaccination rate, the country would reach the 70% 

threshold by November 4 and 80% on November 22.  This suggests the possibility that some level 

of restrictions lasting well into the fourth quarter. 

 

 

Re-evaluating growth 

Markets in the Asian region have been sending warning signs about the impact of Delta on 

growth for some time.  As various equities indices in Europe and the US posted a series of new 

highs last week, Asian indices were lagging (Figure 4 ).  The impact of the Delta virus is one of the 

factors behind a series of downward revisions of economists’ Chinese growth forecasts in recent 

weeks.  As Japan expands its state of emergency measures, its growth outlook has also taken a hit.  

Many countries in S.E Asia have been grappling to contain the spread of the Delta variant for 

some time.  The decision by the RBNZ on August 18 not to hike rates as the country locked-down, 

sent a shiver down the spines of investors who are preparing for the potential of slightly less 

accommodative monetary policies in the US and elsewhere.  Earlier this week, the plunge in oil 

prices demonstrated widespread concerns about global growth, as did the drop in iron ore values. 

However, this was led by concerns that China may slow steel production to curb carbon 

emissions.   This year, AUD has not been as heavily influenced by commodity prices as it has been 

in the past (Figure 5). We have attributed this to Australia’s better current account position and 

the RBA’s QE policy which has placed downward pressures on bond yields.  Both of these factors 

may have weakened speculative interest in the AUD and thus dampened the correlation between 

the AUD and commodities.  That said, given the importance of iron ore to Australia’s export sector 

and to the country’s budget, investors are likely to see the drop in the price of the commodity as 

another reason to sell the AUD.   

Figure 3:  Share of vaccinated people (1 jab 

WHO)  

 Figure 4: MSCI Asia underperforming the 

S&P500 
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While iron ore has not been the focus of trade tensions with China, plenty of other products have 

been.  Coal, wine, seafood, and barley are among the sectors that have been hit.  Border closures 

have meant that tourism and education have also been under pressure, with the latter suffering 

also due to the strained relations with China. Education  also suffered due to the strained relations 

with China.  So far, headline trade data belie the pressure under the surface.  Australia recorded a 

hefty trade surplus of AUD10,496 mln in June 2021 on goods and services.  However, many 

producers have had to seek out new markets to replace Chinese demand, and the strength of iron 

ore exports has masked the difficulties in some other sectors. If iron ore prices continue to soften, 

the external sector will be more exposed at a time when restrictions are containing consumer 

demand.   

RBA – more dovish?  

Many commentators were surprised at the decision of the RBA earlier this month to push ahead 

with the tapering of its asset purchase programme that had already been announced.  This week’s 

release of the minutes of the August 3 policy meeting put more colour around that decision.  The 

market was already aware that policymakers had discussed the case for delaying the tapering, 

which is currently scheduled for September.  In the event, they decided to push ahead because 

they expected strong growth to resume in 2022 and given the better than expected progress that 

had been made towards the Bank’s goals.   The minutes highlight a little more caution than the 

initial policy statement.  They state that “the Board would be prepared to act in response to 

further bad news on the health front should that lead to a more significant setback for the 

economic recovery”.  The next RBA meeting is scheduled for September 7.  It is  evident that the 

economic outlook has suffered a significant setback since early August.  RBA board member 

Harper has warned that he expects the jobless rate to climb back above the 5% level and  sees a 

“much bigger” fall in the participation rate as renewed lockdown impacts.  However, the rapid 

bounce back in activity following last year’s lockdowns has coloured Harper’s view.   While there is 

a risk that Australia enters technical recession in H2 2021, Harper questions the definition given 

the recent record highs on various stock indices and the likelihood that people will be rushing 

back to the shops once they are given the opportunity.  A similar outlook is detected in the 

minutes for the August RBA meeting, given the committee’s confidence in the strength of the 

anticipated 2022 recovery in growth.  That said, unless an improvement is reported in the number 

of Covid cases in the coming few weeks, the market will likely be looking for the RBA to revert to a 

higher level of caution at next month’s meeting. 

 

Figure 5: Brent crude and AUD/USD  Figure 6: AUD and iron ore prices 

 

 

 

Source: Macrobond   Source: Macrobond, 

 

The combination of bad news for the AUD and a safe haven bid for the USD has sent AUD/USD 

down over 3% on a five-day view, back to levels last traded in November 2020.  We see risk of 

further weakness in the currency pair towards 0.70 on a 1 to 3 mth view before a recovery in the 
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AUD sets in next year.  Following the RBNZ’s decision this week to leave rates on hold, we have 

also revised lower our NZD forecasts moderately.  However, based on the shorter lockdowns 

scheduled for New Zealand we continue to expect AUD/NZD to trend lower.   
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